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NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT the annual general meeting of the Company will be held

at Meeting Room N101B (Expo Drive Entrance), Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition

Centre, 1 Expo Drive, Wanchai, Hong Kong on Monday, 18 November 2013 at 11 : 45 a.m. for

the following purposes:

1. To receive and consider the audited financial statements and the Reports of the Directors

and Auditor for the year ended 30 June 2013.

2. To declare a final dividend.

3. (a) To re-elect Mr. Tsang Yam Pui as Director.

(b) To re-elect Mr. To Hin Tsun, Gerald as Director.

(c) To re-elect Mr. Dominic Lai as Director.

(d) To re-elect Mr. Kwong Che Keung, Gordon as Director.

(e) To re-elect Mr. Shek Lai Him, Abraham as Director.

(f) To authorize the Board of Directors to fix the Directors’ remuneration.

4. To re-appoint Auditor and to authorize the Board of Directors to fix the Auditor’s

remuneration.

5. As special business, to consider and if thought fit, pass with or without amendment, the

following resolutions as ordinary resolutions and special resolutions, respectively:

ORDINARY RESOLUTIONS

I. ‘‘THAT:

(A) subject to paragraph (C) of this resolution, the exercise by the Directors of the

Company during the Relevant Period (as hereinafter defined) of all the powers of

the Company to allot, issue and deal with additional shares in the capital of the

Company or securities convertible into such shares or options, warrants, or
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similar rights to subscribe for any shares or convertible securities and to make or

grant offers, agreements and options which would or might require the exercise

of such powers be and is hereby generally and unconditionally approved;

(B) the approval in paragraph (A) of this resolution shall authorize the Directors of

the Company during the Relevant Period to make or grant offers, agreements

and options which might require the exercise of such powers after the end of the

Relevant Period;

(C) the aggregate nominal value of share capital allotted or agreed conditionally or

unconditionally to be allotted (whether pursuant to an option or otherwise) and

issued by the Directors of the Company pursuant to the approval granted in

paragraph (A) of this resolution, otherwise than pursuant to (i) a Right Issue (as

hereinafter defined); (ii) the exercise of any conversion rights attaching to any

securities which are convertible into shares of the Company; (iii) the exercise of

the rights under any option scheme or similar arrangement for the time being

adopted for the grant or issue to Directors and/or employees of the Company

and/or any of its subsidiaries of options to subscribe for, or rights to acquire,

shares of the Company; or (iv) any issue of shares as scrip dividends or similar

arrangement providing for the allotment of shares in lieu of the whole or part of

a dividend on shares of the Company in accordance with the bye-laws of the

Company; shall not exceed 20% of the aggregate nominal amount of the share

capital of the Company in issue as at the date of passing of this resolution and

the approval granted in paragraph (A) shall be limited accordingly; and

(D) for the purpose of this resolution:

‘‘Relevant Period’’ means the period from the passing of this resolution until

whichever is the earlier of:

(i) the conclusion of the next annual general meeting of the Company;

(ii) the expiration of the period within which the next annual general meeting of

the Company is required by the bye-laws of the Company or any applicable

laws to be held; and

(iii) the revocation or variation of the authority given under this resolution by an

ordinary resolution of the shareholders of the Company in general meeting.

‘‘Right Issue’’ means an offer of shares open for a period fixed by the Directors of

the Company to holders of shares on the register on a fixed record date in

proportion to their then holdings of such shares (subject to such exclusions or

other arrangements as the Directors of the Company may deem necessary or

expedient in relation to fractional entitlements or having regard to any

restrictions or obligations under the laws of, or the requirements of any

recognized regulatory body or any stock exchange, in any territory outside Hong

Kong).’’
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II. ‘‘THAT:

(A) subject to paragraph (B) of this resolution, the exercise by the Directors of the
Company during the Relevant Period (as hereinafter defined) of all the powers of
the Company to repurchase its own shares on The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong
Limited (the ‘‘Hong Kong Stock Exchange’’) or on any other stock exchange on
which the shares of the Company may be listed and recognized by the Securities
and Futures Commission and the Hong Kong Stock Exchange for this purpose,
subject to and in accordance with all applicable laws and the requirements of the
Rules Governing the Listing of Securities on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange or
that of any other stock exchange as amended from time to time, be and is hereby
generally and unconditionally approved;

(B) the aggregate nominal amount of shares which may be repurchased by the
Company pursuant to the approval in paragraph (A) of this resolution shall not
exceed 10% of the aggregate nominal amount of the share capital of the
Company in issue as at the date of the passing of this resolution and the authority
granted pursuant to paragraph (A) of this resolution shall be limited accordingly;
and

(C) for the purpose of this resolution:

‘‘Relevant Period’’ means the period from the passing of this resolution until
whichever is the earlier of:

(i) the conclusion of the next annual general meeting of the Company;

(ii) the expiration of the period within which the next annual general meeting of
the Company is required by the bye-laws of the Company or any applicable
laws to be held; and

(iii) the revocation or variation of the authority given under this resolution by an
ordinary resolution of the shareholders of the Company in general meeting.’’

III. ‘‘THAT conditional upon the Ordinary Resolutions No. I and II being passed, the
general mandate granted to the Directors of the Company pursuant to Ordinary
Resolution No. I be and is hereby extended by the addition to the aggregate nominal
amount of the share capital of the Company which may be allotted by the Directors
of the Company pursuant to such general mandate, an amount representing the
aggregate nominal amount of the shares repurchased by the Company under the
authority granted pursuant to Ordinary Resolution No. II provided that such amount
shall not exceed 10% of the aggregate nominal amount of the share capital of the
Company in issue as at the date of passing of this resolution.’’

SPECIAL RESOLUTIONS

IV. ‘‘THAT the existing bye-laws of the Company be and are amended in the following
manner:

Bye-law 1

(a) by adding the words ‘‘, as amended, modified or supplemented from time to
time’’ immediately after the words ‘‘the Companies Act 1981 of Bermuda’’ to the
meaning of ‘‘Act’’ in the existing Bye-law 1;
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(b) by adding the words ‘‘, where applicable,’’ immediately after the words ‘‘shall

have the ordinary meaning given to it and shall’’ to the meaning of ‘‘address’’ in

the existing Bye-law 1;

(c) by rearranging the meanings of ‘‘Board’’ or ‘‘Directors’’ and ‘‘Bye-laws’’ in the

existing Bye-law 1 in the appropriate alphabetical sequence;

(d) by adding the words ‘‘to which the Company is subject’’ immediately after the

words ‘‘from time to time in force’’ to the meaning of ‘‘Exchange Listing Rules’’

in the existing Bye-law 1;

(e) by deleting the meaning of ‘‘Register’’ in the existing Bye-law 1 in its entirety and

substituting therewith the following new meaning of ‘‘Register’’:

‘‘‘‘Register’’ the principal register of Members maintained in Bermuda (the

‘‘principal Register’’) and where applicable, any branch register

of Members (the ‘‘branch Register’’) to be kept pursuant to the

provisions of the Act or these Bye-laws.’’

(f) by deleting the words ‘‘register of Members’’ after the words ‘‘in respect of any

class of share capital such place as the Board may from time to time determine to

keep a branch’’ and substituting therewith the word ‘‘Register’’ in the meaning of

‘‘Registration Office’’ in the existing Bye-law 1;

(g) by inserting the following new meanings of ‘‘Bermuda’’, ‘‘business day’’,

‘‘Company’s website’’ and ‘‘substantial shareholder’’ in the existing Bye-law 1

in the appropriate alphabetical sequence:

‘‘‘‘Bermuda’’ the Islands of Bermuda.

‘‘business day’’ any day on which the Designated Stock Exchange is generally

open for the business of dealing in securities. For the avoidance

of doubt, where the Designated Stock Exchange is closed for

the business of dealing in securities in Hong Kong on a business

day by reason of a Number 8 or higher typhoon signal, black

rainstorm warning or other similar event, such day shall for the

purpose of these Bye-laws be counted as a business day.

‘‘Company’s

website’’

the website of the Company to which any Member may have

access, the address or domain name of which has been notified

to the Members and as subsequently amended by notice given

to the Members in accordance with the provisions of these Bye-

laws.

‘‘substantial

shareholder’’

a person who is entitled to exercise, or to control the exercise

of, ten per cent. (10%) or more (or such other percentage as

may be prescribed by the rules of the Designated Stock

Exchange from time to time) of the voting power at any

general meeting of the Company.’’
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Bye-law 2

(a) by deleting the existing Bye-law 2(h) in its entirety and substituting therewith the

following:

‘‘(h) a resolution shall be a special resolution when it has been passed by a

majority of not less than three-fourths of the votes cast by such Members as,

being entitled so to do, vote in person or, by a duly authorised corporate

representative or, where proxies are allowed, by proxy at a general meeting

of which Notice has been duly given in accordance with Bye-law 59;’’

(b) by deleting the existing Bye-law 2(i) in its entirety and substituting therewith the

following:

‘‘(i) a resolution shall be an ordinary resolution when it has been passed by a

simple majority of the votes cast by such Members as, being entitled so to

do, vote in person or, by a duly authorised corporate representative or,

where proxies are allowed, by proxy at a general meeting of which Notice has

been duly given in accordance with Bye-law 59;’’

Bye-law 3

(a) by deleting the words ‘‘$0.10’’ and substituting therewith the words ‘‘$1.00’’ in the

existing Bye-law 3(1);

(b) by inserting the words ‘‘provided that, in respect of any purchase for redemption

of redeemable shares, the provisions of Bye-law 9(2) shall be complied with’’

immediately after the words ‘‘subject to such conditions as it thinks fit’’ in the

existing Bye-law 3(2);

(c) by deleting the existing Bye-law 3(3) in its entirety;

(d) by inserting a new Bye-law 3A immediately after the existing Bye-law 3 as

follows:

‘‘FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

3A. (1) Subject to the Act and the Exchange Listing Rules, the Company may in

accordance with an employees’ share scheme provide money on such

terms as the Directors think fit for the acquisition of fully or partly paid

shares in the Company. For the purposes of this Bye-law, an employees’

share scheme is a scheme for encouraging or facilitating the holding of

shares or debentures in the Company by or for the benefit of bona fide

employees or former employees of the Company (including any such

bona fide employee or former employee who is or was a Director), the

Company’s subsidiary or holding company or a subsidiary of the

Company’s holding company, or the wives, husbands, widows,

widowers or children or step-children under the age of twenty-one

(21) of such employees or former employees (including as aforesaid).
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(2) Subject to compliance with Section 96 of the Act and the Exchange

Listing Rules, the Company may make loans to persons (including

Directors) employed or formerly employed in good faith by the

Company with a view to enabling those persons to acquire fully or

partly paid shares in the Company to be held by them by way of

beneficial ownership.

(3) The conditions subject to which money and loans are provided under

paragraphs (1) and (2) of this Bye-law may include a provision to the

effect that when an employee ceases to be employed by the Company,

the Company’s subsidiary or holding company or a subsidiary of the

Company’s holding company, the shares bought with such financial

assistance shall or may be sold to the Company on such terms as the

Directors think fit.

(4) Notwithstanding paragraphs (1), (2) and (3) of this Bye-law, the

Company may, subject to compliance with Section 96 of the Act and

the Exchange Listing Rules, otherwise give financial assistance for the

purpose of or in connection with the acquisition by any person of the

Company’s shares or other securities or derivative securities on the

Company’s shares in such manner and on such terms and conditions as

the Directors shall think fit.’’

Bye-law 9

(a) by inserting ‘‘(1)’’ at the beginning of the first sentence of the existing Bye-law 9;

(b) by inserting ‘‘(2)’’ immediately after the end of the first sentence of the existing

Bye-law 9;

Bye-law 10

by inserting the words ‘‘for the purpose of Section 47 of the Act,’’ immediately after

the words ‘‘Subject to the Act and without prejudice to Bye-law 8,’’ in the existing

Bye-law 10;

Bye-law 43

(a) by deleting the existing Bye-law 43(1) in its entirety and substituting therewith

the following:

‘‘43. (1) The Directors shall cause to be kept the principal Register and there

shall be entered the particulars required under the Act.’’

(b) by deleting the words ‘‘register of Members resident in any place’’ and

substituting therewith the words ‘‘Register at such location outside Bermuda as

the Board thinks fit’’ in the existing Bye-law 43(2);
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Bye-law 44

by deleting the existing Bye-law 44 in its entirety and substituting therewith the

following:

‘‘44. (1) Except when the Register is closed, the principal Register and the branch

Register, as the case may be, shall be open to inspection between 10 : 00 a.m.

and 12 : 00 noon during business hours by members of the public without

charge at the Office or such other place at which the Register is kept in

accordance with the Act.

(2) The Register may, after notice has been given by advertisement (a) in respect

of the principal Register, in an appointed newspaper (as defined in the Act);

and (b) in respect of the branch Register, in newspapers in accordance with

the requirements of the Act and any Designated Stock Exchange or if

permitted by the Act, by electronic means or other means in such manner as

may be accepted by the Designated Stock Exchange to that effect, be closed

at such times or for such periods not exceeding in the whole thirty (30) days

in each year as the Board may determine and either generally or in respect of

any class of shares.’’

Bye-law 45

by deleting the existing Bye-law 45 in its entirety and substituting therewith the

following:

‘‘45. (1) Any resolution declaring a dividend or other distribution on shares of any

class, whether a resolution of the Company in general meeting or a

resolution of the Directors, may specify that the same shall be payable or

made to the persons registered as the holder of such shares at the close of

business on a particular date or at a particular time on a particular date,

notwithstanding that it may be a date prior to that on which the resolution is

passed, and thereupon the dividend or other distribution shall be payable or

made to them in accordance with their respective holdings so registered, but

without prejudice to the rights inter se in respect of such dividend or other

distribution between the transferors and transferees of any such shares. The

provision of this Bye-law shall mutatis mutandis apply to bonuses,

capitalisation issues, distributions of realised and unrealised capital profits

or other distributable reserves or accounts of the Company and offers or

grants made by the Company to the Members.

(2) Notwithstanding any other provision of these Bye-laws, the Company or the

Directors may fix any date as the record date for determining the Members

entitled to receive notice of and to vote at any general meeting of the

Company.’’

Bye-law 46

by inserting the words ‘‘in any manner permitted by and in accordance with the rules

of the Designated Stock Exchange or’’ immediately after the words ‘‘any Member

may transfer all or any of his shares’’ in the existing Bye-law 46;
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Bye-law 48

(a) by inserting the following sentence immediately before the beginning of the first

sentence of the existing Bye-law 48(1):

‘‘Subject to these Bye-laws, fully paid shares of the Company shall be free from

any restriction with respect to the right of the holder thereof to transfer (except

when permitted by the Designated Stock Exchange) and shall also be free from

all liens.’’

(b) by deleting the existing Bye-law 48(3) in its entirety and substituting therewith

the following:

‘‘(3) The Board in so far as permitted by any applicable law may, in its absolute

discretion, at any time and from time to time transfer any share upon the

principal Register to any branch Register or any share on any branch

Register to the principal Register or any other branch Register. In the event

of any such transfer, the Member requesting such transfer shall bear the cost

of effecting the transfer unless the Board otherwise determines.’’

(c) by deleting the existing Bye-law 48(4) in its entirety and substituting therewith

the following:

‘‘(4) Unless the Board otherwise agrees (which agreement may be on such terms

and subject to such conditions as the Board in its absolute discretion may

from time to time determine, and which agreement the Board shall, without

giving any reason therefor, be entitled in its absolute discretion to give or

withhold), no shares upon the principal Register shall be transferred to any

branch Register nor shall shares on any branch Register be transferred to the

principal Register or any other branch Register and all transfers and other

documents of title shall be lodged for registration, and registered, in the case

of any shares on a branch Register, at the relevant Registration Office, and,

in the case of any shares on the principal Register, at the Office or such other

place in Bermuda at which the principal Register is kept in accordance with

the Act.’’

Bye-law 49

by inserting the word ‘‘principal’’ immediately before the words ‘‘Register is kept in

accordance with the Act’’ in the existing Bye-law 49(c);

Bye-law 51

by deleting the existing Bye-law 51 in its entirety and substituting therewith the

following:

‘‘51.The registration of transfers of shares or of any class of shares may, after notice

has been given in accordance with the requirements of any Designated Stock

Exchange or by electronic means or other means in such manner as may be

accepted by the Designated Stock Exchange to that effect be suspended at such

times and for such periods (not exceeding in the whole thirty (30) days in any

year) as the Board may determine.’’
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Bye-law 55

(a) by inserting the words ‘‘and Bye-law 144’’ immediately after the words ‘‘Without

prejudice to the rights of the Company under paragraph (2) of this Bye-law’’ in

the existing Bye-law 55(1);

(b) by inserting the words ‘‘(12)’’ immediately after the words ‘‘For the purpose of

the foregoing, the ‘‘relevant period’’ means the period commencing twelve’’ in the

last paragraph of the existing Bye-law 55(2);

(c) by deleting the word ‘‘and’’ appears immediately after the words ‘‘To give effect

to any such sale the Board may authorise some person to transfer the said shares’’

and substituting therewith the words ‘‘in any manner permitted by and in

accordance with the rules of the Designated Stock Exchange or by’’ in the

existing Bye-law 55(3);

Bye-law 56

by inserting immediately at the end of the existing Bye-law 56 the following new

sentence:

‘‘A meeting of the Members or any class thereof may be held by means of such

telephone, electronic or other communication facilities as to permit all persons

participating in the meeting to communicate with each other simultaneously and

instantaneously, and participation in such a meeting shall constitute presence at such

meeting.’’

Bye-law 59

(a) by deleting the existing Bye-law 59(1) in its entirety and substituting therewith

the following:

‘‘59. (1) An annual general meeting shall be called by Notice of not less than

twenty-one (21) clear days and not less than twenty (20) clear business

days, any special meeting called for the passing of a special resolution

shall be called by Notice of not less than twenty-one (21) clear days and

not less than ten (10) clear business days, and any other special general

meeting shall be called by Notice of not less than fourteen (14) clear

days and not less than ten (10) clear business days but if permitted by

the Exchange Listing Rules, a general meeting may be called by shorter

notice if it is so agreed:

(a) in the case of a meeting called as an annual general meeting, by all

the Members entitled to attend and vote thereat; and

(b) in the case of any other meeting, by a majority in number of the

Members having the right to attend and vote at the meeting, being a

majority together holding not less than ninety-five per cent. (95%)

in nominal value of the issued shares giving that right.’’

(b) by deleting the word ‘‘notices’’ appear immediately after the words ‘‘are not

entitled to receive such’’ and substituting therewith the word ‘‘Notices’’ in the

existing Bye-law 59(2);
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Bye-law 61

by deleting the existing Bye-law 61(1) in its entirety and substituting therewith the

following:

‘‘61. (1) All business shall be deemed special that is transacted at a special general

meeting, and also all business that is transacted at an annual general

meeting, with the exception of sanctioning dividends, the reading,

considering and adopting of the accounts and balance sheet and the

reports of the Directors and Auditor and other documents required to be

annexed to the balance sheet, the election of Directors and appointment of

Auditor and other officers in the place of those retiring, the fixing of or the

delegation of power to the Directors to fix the remuneration of the Auditor,

and the voting of or the delegation of power to the Directors to fix

remuneration or extra or special remuneration to the Directors.’’

Bye-law 63

by deleting the existing Bye-law 63 in its entirety and substituting therewith the

following:

‘‘63.The chairman or, in his absence, the deputy chairman (if one is appointed) of the

Board shall preside as chairman at every general meeting. If at any meeting the

chairman or the deputy chairman (if one is appointed), as the case may be, is not

present within fifteen (15) minutes after the time appointed for holding the

meeting, or if neither of them (where a deputy chairman is appointed) is willing

to act as chairman, the Directors present shall choose one of their number to act,

or if only one Director is present he shall preside as chairman if willing to act. If

no Director is present, or if each of the Directors present declines to take the

chair, or if the chairman chosen shall retire from the chair, the Members present

in person or by proxy and entitled to vote shall elect one of their number to be

chairman.’’

Bye-law 66

(a) by deleting the words ‘‘A resolution put to the vote of a meeting shall be decided

on a show of hands unless (before or on the declaration of the result of the show

of hands or on the withdrawal of any other demand for a poll) a poll is

demanded:’’ appear immediately after the third paragraph of the existing Bye-law

66 in its entirety and substituting therewith the following:

‘‘Where the Exchange Listing Rules require voting at general meetings to be

taken by way of poll, a resolution put to the vote of any general meetings shall be

decided by a poll and a demand for such a poll shall be deemed to have been duly

made by the chairman of the general meeting for the purposes of the Act or these

Bye-laws unless a show of hands is otherwise permitted or required under the

Exchange Listing Rules, in which case, the resolution put to the vote of a general

meeting may be decided on a show of hands unless (before or on the declaration

of the result of a show of hands or on the withdrawal of any other demand for a

poll) a poll is otherwise duly demanded:’’

(b) by deleting the existing Bye-law 66(b) in its entirety;
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(c) by renumbering the existing Bye-laws 66(c), 66(d) and 66(e) as Bye-laws 66(b),

66(c) and 66(d) respectively;

Bye-law 67

by deleting the word ‘‘Unless’’ appear at the beginning of the first sentence of the

existing Bye-law 67 and substituting therewith the words ‘‘In relation to a resolution

voted on at a general meeting that is decided on by a show of hands, unless’’;

Bye-law 68

by deleting the existing Bye-law 68 in its entirety and substituting therewith the

following:

‘‘68. If a poll is duly demanded or deemed to have been duly demanded, the result of

the poll shall be deemed to be the resolution of the meeting at which the poll was

demanded or deemed to have been duly demanded. There shall be no requirement

for the chairman to disclose the voting figures on a poll unless such disclosure is

otherwise required to be made under the Exchange Listing Rules.’’

Bye-law 69

by deleting the existing Bye-law 69 in its entirety and substituting therewith the

following:

‘‘69.A poll demanded on the election of a chairman, or on a question of adjournment,

shall be taken forthwith. A poll demanded or deemed to have been demanded on

any other question shall be taken in such manner (including the use of ballot or

voting papers or tickets) and in respect of any question put to the vote of any

general meetings that is required under the Exchange Listing Rules to be decided

by a poll, taken forthwith, and in respect of any other question, taken either

forthwith or at such time (being not later than thirty (30) days after the date of

the demand) and place as the chairman directs. It shall not be necessary (unless

the chairman otherwise directs) for notice to be given of a poll not taken

immediately.’’

Bye-law 73

by deleting the existing Bye-law 73 in its entirety and substituting therewith the

following:

‘‘73. In the case of an equality of votes in respect of a resolution put to the vote of a

general meeting, whether on a show of hands or on a poll, the chairman of such

meeting shall, unless he is required to abstain from voting on that resolution or

restricted to voting only for or against that resolution under these Bye-laws or

the Exchange Listing Rules or both of them, be entitled to a second or casting

vote in addition to any other vote he may have.’’

Bye-law 84

(a) by inserting the words ‘‘, if more than one person is so authorised,’’ immediately

before the words ‘‘the authorisation shall specify the number and class of shares’’

appear in the first sentence of the existing Bye-law 84(2);
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(b) by inserting the words ‘‘, where a show of hands is permitted or otherwise

required,’’ immediately before the words ‘‘the right to vote individually on a

show of hands’’ appear in the second sentence of the existing Bye-law 84(2);

Bye-law 85

by deleting the words ‘‘154(3)’’ and substituting therewith the words ‘‘156(5)’’ in the

existing Bye-law 85(2);

Bye-law 86

(a) by inserting the words ‘‘not less than’’ immediately before the words ‘‘fourteen

(14) days’’ in the existing Bye-law 86(4);

(b) by deleting the words ‘‘appointment of Directors or until their successors are

elected or appointed or, in the absence of such election or appointment such

general meeting may authorise the Board to fill any vacancy in the number left

unfilled.’’ in the existing Bye-law 86(5) and substituting therewith the following:

‘‘annual general meeting of the Company and shall be eligible for re-election, but

shall not be taken into account in determining the Directors or the number of

Directors who are to retire by rotation at such meeting.’’

(c) by inserting the following new Bye-law 86(7) immediately after the existing Bye-

law 86(6):

‘‘(7) The Board shall appoint a Director to be chairman, and may appoint a

Director to be deputy chairman, and shall have power to determine the

period for which the chairman or, as the case may be, the deputy chairman is

to hold office. The chairman or, in his absence, the deputy chairman (if one

is appointed) shall preside at meetings of the Board, but if at any meeting the

chairman or the deputy chairman, as the case may be, is not present within

five (5) minutes after the time appointed for holding the meeting, the

Directors present shall choose one of their number to be chairman of such

meeting.’’

Bye-law 87

(a) by deleting the words ‘‘the Bye-laws’’ and substituting therewith the words ‘‘these

Bye-laws’’ in the existing Bye-law 87(1);

(b) by deleting the word ‘‘directors’’ appears in the second sentence of the existing

Bye-law 87(2) and substituting therewith the word ‘‘Directors’’;

Bye-law 88

by deleting the words ‘‘are given’’ appear immediately after the words ‘‘during which

such Notice(s)’’ and substituting therewith the word ‘‘may be given’’ in the existing

Bye-law 88;
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Bye-law 91

by deleting the word ‘‘director’’ appears immediately after the words

‘‘Notwithstanding Bye-laws 96, 97, 98 and 99, an executive’’ and replacing

therewith the word ‘‘Director’’ in the existing Bye-law 91;

Bye-law 92

by deleting the third sentence of the existing Bye-law 92 in its entirety and

substituting therewith the following:

‘‘An alternate Director may be removed at any time by the person or body which

appointed him and, subject thereto, the office of alternate Director shall continue

until the happening of any event which, if he were a Director, would cause him to

vacate such office or if his appointor ceases for any reason to be a Director.’’

Bye-law 100

by deleting the words ‘‘any Director may vote’’ appear in the last sentence of the

existing Bye-law 100(c) and substituting therewith the words ‘‘any Director, subject as

otherwise provided by Bye-law 103(3), may vote’’ in the existing Bye-law 100(c);

Bye-law 103

(a) by deleting each of the existing Bye-laws 103(1)(f), 103(2) and 103(3) in its

entirety;

(b) by deleting the word ‘‘this’’ appear in the first sentence of the existing Bye-law

103(4) and substituting therewith the word ‘‘his’’ in the existing Bye-law 103(4);

(c) by renaming the existing Bye-laws 103(1)(g), 103(1)(h), 103(1)(i) and 103(4) as

revised by this Special Resolution No. IV as Bye-laws 103(1)(f), 103(1)(g),

103(1)(h) and 103(2) respectively;

(d) by inserting a new Bye-law 103(3) immediately after the renumbered Bye-law

103(2) as follows:

‘‘(3) A Director and any of his associates who is also a Director or a member of a

committee of the Board, as the case may be, shall not vote or be counted in

the quorum on any resolution of the Board or committee of the Board

concerning his own appointment or the appointment of his associates as the

holder of any office or place of profit with the Company or any company in

which the Company is interested (including fixing or varying the

remuneration or other terms of his appointment or its termination). Where

proposals are under consideration concerning the appointment of two or

more Directors or their respective associates to offices or places of profit

with the Company or any company in which the Company is interested

(including fixing or varying the remuneration or other terms of appointment

or its termination), such proposals may be divided and a separate resolution

considered in relation to each Director and where applicable, his associate.

In such case each of the Directors concerned and where applicable, his

associate concerned (if not otherwise debarred from voting under these Bye-
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laws) shall be entitled to vote (and be counted in the quorum) in respect of

each resolution except that concerning his own appointment or the

appointment of his associates.’’

Bye-law 115

by deleting the words ‘‘president or chairman, as the case may be,’’ appear in the

second sentence of the existing Bye-law 115 and substituting therewith the word

‘‘chairman’’ in the existing Bye-law 115;

Bye-law 118

by deleting the existing Bye-law 118 in its entirety and replacing therewith the words

‘‘118. [intentionally deleted]’’;

Bye-law 122

(a) by deleting the word ‘‘A’’ at the beginning of the first sentence of the existing

Bye-law 122 and substituting therewith the words ‘‘Subject to Bye-law 122(2), a’’

and renumbering the existing Bye-law 122 as so revised as Bye-law 122(1);

(b) by inserting a new Bye-law 122(2) immediately after the renumbered Bye-law

122(1) as follows:

‘‘(2) If a substantial shareholder of the Company or a Director has a conflict of

interest or potential conflict of interest in a matter to be considered by the

Board which the Board has determined to be material, the matter shall not

be dealt with by way of a resolution in writing of the Board and must be

dealt with by a meeting of the Board. If any question arises as to the

materiality of a conflict of interest or potential conflict of interest of a

substantial shareholder or a Director (other than the chairman) for the

purposes of this Bye-law, such question shall be referred to the chairman.

The chairman’s ruling in relation to the substantial shareholder concerned

or, as the case may be, the Director concerned shall be final and conclusive.

If any question arises as to the materiality of a conflict of interest or

potential conflict of interest of the chairman for the purposes of this Bye-

law, such question shall be decided by a resolution of the Directors

(excluding the chairman), whose majority vote shall be final and conclusive.’’

Bye-law 127

(a) by deleting the words ‘‘a president and vice-president or chairman and deputy

chairman,’’ in the existing Bye-law 127(1);

(b) by replacing the words ‘‘a president and a vice-president or a chairman and a

deputy chairman; and if more than one (1) Director is proposed for either of

these offices’’ with the words ‘‘a chairman; and if more than one (1) Director is

proposed for the office’’ in the existing Bye-law 127(2);

Bye-law 129

by deleting the existing Bye-law 129 in its entirety and replacing therewith the words

‘‘129. [intentionally deleted]’’;
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Bye-law 132

by replacing the words ‘‘on every business day’’ in the existing Bye-law 132(3) with the

words ‘‘during business hours’’;

Bye-law 136

(a) by replacing the words ‘‘seven (7)’’ in the existing Bye-law 136(1)(c) with the

words ‘‘six (6)’’;

(b) by replacing the words ‘‘seven (7)’’ in the existing Bye-law 136(1)(d) with the

words ‘‘six (6)’’;

(c) by replacing the words ‘‘seven (7)’’ in the existing Bye-law 136(1)(e) with the

words ‘‘six (6)’’;

Bye-law 138

by deleting the existing Bye-law 138 in its entirety and substituting therewith the

following:

‘‘138.Unless otherwise provided in the Act, no dividend shall be paid and no

distribution shall be made out of the contributed surplus if to do so would render

the Company unable to pay its liabilities as they become due or the realisable

value of its assets would thereby become less than its liabilities.’’

Bye-law 146

by inserting the following words immediately after the words ‘‘be unlawful or

impracticable’’ in the existing Bye-law 146(4):

‘‘or the legality or practicability of which may be time consuming or expensive to

ascertain whether in absolute terms or in relation to the value of the holding of shares

of the Members concerned’’

Bye-law 147

(a) by inserting the following words immediately before the words ‘‘for any purpose

to which the profits of the Company may be properly applied’’ in the first

sentence of the existing Bye-law 147 :

‘‘for meeting claims on or liabilities of the Company or contingencies or for

paying off any loan capital or for equalising dividends or’’

(b) by inserting the following words immediately before the words ‘‘as the Board

may from time to time think fit’’ in the first sentence of the existing Bye-law 147 :

‘‘(including in the repurchase by the Company of its own securities or the giving

of any financial assistance for the acquisition of its own shares or other

securities)’’
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Bye-law 148

by deleting the words ‘‘and subject to Section 40 of the Act’’ in the first sentence of
the existing Bye-law 148;

Bye-law 155

by deleting the words ‘‘computer network’’ appear immediately after the words ‘‘a
summary financial report complying with Bye-law 154, on the Company’s’’ and
substituting therewith the word ‘‘website’’ in the existing Bye-law 155;

Bye-law 156

by deleting the existing Bye-law 156 in its entirety and substituting therewith the
following:

‘‘156.(1) Subject to Section 88 of the Act, the Company shall at each annual general
meeting appoint one or more firms of auditors to hold office until the
conclusion of the next annual general meeting on such terms and with such
duties as may be agreed with the Directors, but if an appointment is not
made, the Auditor in office shall continue in office until a successor is
appointed.

(2) Subject to the Act, no person other than the retiring Auditor, shall be
appointed as Auditor at an annual general meeting unless:

(a) notice in writing of an intention to nominate that person to the office of
Auditor has been given to the Company not less than twenty-one (21)
days before the annual general meeting; and

(b) the Company shall send a copy of any such notice of intention to the
retiring Auditor, and shall give notice thereof to the Members not less
than seven (7) days before the annual general meeting provided that the
requirement for sending a copy of such notice of intention to the retiring
Auditor may be waived by notice in writing by the retiring Auditor to
the Secretary.

(3) None of the following person shall be appointed as Auditor:

(a) a Director, officer or employee of the Company; or

(b) a Director, officer or employee of any of the Company’s subsidiaries; or

(c) a Director, officer or employee of the holding company of the Company;
or

(d) a Director, officer or employee of any of the subsidiaries of the holding
company of the Company; or

(e) a Director, officer or employee of any company which is controlled by a
person (or persons), who also controls (or control) the Company (and
‘‘control’’ has the same meaning as that defined in Section 86(4) of the
Act); or

(f) a partner, employer or employee of any of the above persons.
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(4) The Directors may fill any casual vacancy in the office of Auditor, but while

any such vacancy continues the surviving or continuing Auditor or Auditors

(if any) may act.

(5) The Members may, at any general meeting convened and held in accordance

with these Bye-laws, remove the Auditor by special resolution at any time

before the expiration of its term of office and shall, by ordinary resolution,

at that meeting appoint another Auditor in its place for the remainder of its

term provided that subject to the Act, not less than twenty-one (21) days

before the date of the general meeting, notice in writing of the proposed

resolution is given to the incumbent Auditor and to the auditor proposed to

be appointed.

(6) The remuneration of the Auditor shall be fixed by or on the authority of the

Company in the annual general meeting except that in any particular year

the Company in general meeting may delegate the fixing of such

remuneration to the Directors and the remuneration of any Auditor

appointed to fill any casual vacancy may be fixed by the Directors.

(7) Subject to the provisions of the Act, all acts done by any person acting as

Auditor shall, as regards all persons dealing in good faith with the Company,

be valid, notwithstanding that there was some defect in its appointment or

that the Auditor was at the time of its appointment not qualified for

appointment or subsequently became disqualified.’’

Bye-law 158

by deleting the existing Bye-law 158 in its entirety and replacing therewith the words

‘‘158. [intentionally deleted]’’;

Bye-law 159

by deleting the existing Bye-law 159 in its entirety and replacing therewith the words

‘‘159. [intentionally deleted]’’;

Bye-law 162

by inserting at the end of the existing Bye-law 162 the following new sentence:

‘‘Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Company may deem consent on the part of a

Member to a corporate communication being made available to him on the

Company’s website if such deemed consent is permitted by the rules of the

Designated Stock Exchange and the Company complies with any procedure that

the Designated Stock Exchange may require.’’

Bye-law 165

by inserting at the end of the existing Bye-law 165 the following new sentence:

‘‘The signature to any notice or document to be given by the Company may be

written, printed or made electronically.’’
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Bye-law 168

by inserting the following new Bye-law 168(3) immediately after the existing Bye-law

168(2):

‘‘(3) The Directors may purchase and maintain insurance at the expense of the

Company for the benefit of any person who is or was at any time a Director or

other officer or employee of the Company against any liability which may attach

to him, or loss or expenditure which he may incur, in relation to anything done or

alleged to have been done or omitted to be done as a Director, officer or

employee of the Company, or of any subsidiaries or associated companies of the

Company, or of any company in which the Company has an interest, whether

direct or indirect, or who is or was at any time a trustee of any pension fund or

employee benefits trust in which any employee of the Company or of any such

other company or subsidiary is or has been interested. The Directors may

authorise directors of subsidiaries of the Company to purchase and maintain

insurance at the expense of the Company for the benefit of any present or former

director, other officer or employee of such company in respect of such liability,

loss or expenditure.’’’’

V. ‘‘THAT subject to the passing of Special Resolution No. IV as set out above, the bye-

laws of the Company contained in the printed document marked ‘‘A’’, a copy of

which has been produced to the meeting and signed by the Chairman of the meeting

for identification purpose, which consolidates all of the proposed amendments

referred to in Special Resolution No. IV above, be and are approved and adopted as

the new bye-laws of the Company in substitution for and to the exclusion of the

existing bye-laws of the Company with immediate effect from the conclusion of this

meeting.’’

By order of the board of

NWS HOLDINGS LIMITED

Chow Tak Wing

Company Secretary

Hong Kong, 17 October 2013

Notes:

1. Any member of the Company entitled to attend and vote at the meeting is entitled to appoint one or more

proxies to attend and vote in his stead. A proxy need not be a member of the Company.

2. In order to be valid, the instrument appointing a proxy, together with the power of attorney or other

authority, if any, under which it is signed or a certified copy thereof, must be deposited at the Company’s

branch share registrar in Hong Kong, Tricor Standard Limited at 26/F., Tesbury Centre, 28 Queen’s Road

East, Hong Kong not less than 48 hours before the appointed time for holding of the meeting or at any

adjournment thereof.

3. The register of members of the Company will be closed from 14 November 2013 to 18 November 2013, both

days inclusive, during which period no transfer of shares will be registered. In order for the shareholders to

be eligible to attend at the meeting, all properly completed transfer forms accompanied by the relevant share

certificates must be lodged with the Company’s branch share registrar in Hong Kong, Tricor Standard

Limited at 26/F., Tesbury Centre, 28 Queen’s Road East, Hong Kong not later than 4 : 30 p.m. on

13 November 2013.
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The register of members of the Company will also be closed on 22 November 2013 and no transfer of shares

will be registered on that day. In order to qualify for the final dividend, all properly completed transfer

forms accompanied by the relevant share certificates must be lodged with the Company’s branch share

registrar in Hong Kong, Tricor Standard Limited at 26/F., Tesbury Centre, 28 Queen’s Road East, Hong

Kong not later than 4 : 30 p.m. on 21 November 2013.

4. As at the date of this notice, (a) the executive directors of the Company are Dr. Cheng Kar Shun, Henry,

Mr. Tsang Yam Pui, Mr. Lam Wai Hon, Patrick, Mr. Cheung Chin Cheung, Mr. William Junior Guilherme

Doo and Mr. Cheng Chi Ming, Brian; (b) the non-executive directors of the Company are Mr. To Hin Tsun,

Gerald and Mr. Dominic Lai; and (c) the independent non-executive directors of the Company are

Mr. Kwong Che Keung, Gordon, Dr. Cheng Wai Chee, Christopher, The Honourable Shek Lai Him,

Abraham, Mr. Wilfried Ernst Kaffenberger (alternate director to Mr. Wilfried Ernst Kaffenberger:

Mr. Yeung Kun Wah, David) and Mr. Lee Yiu Kwong, Alan.

* For identification purposes only
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